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 SUMMARY

 An adaptation of least squares cross-validation is proposed for bandwidth choice in the
 kernel estimation of the derivatives of a probability density. The practicality of the method
 is demonstrated by an example and a simulation study. Theoretical justification is provided
 by an asymptotic optimality result.
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 1. INTRODUCTION

 The kernel approach provides an attractive method for estimation of both probability
 densities and their derivatives. Such estimators have been successfully used in the
 exploration and presentation of data; see, for example, Silverman (1986). Density
 derivatives are of particular interest for the evaluation of modes and inflection points.
 They are also of theoretical importance, as they occur both directly and indirectly in
 asymptotic expansions of error criteria for density estimation. In addition, density
 derivatives are of practical importance for estimating scores in certain additive
 models; see Hardle and Stoker (1990). Another application is to the empirical verifica-
 tion of uniqueness of equilibria of market demand, where the estimation of deriva-
 tives of densities enters through so-called income effects; see Hildenbrand and
 Hildenbrand (1986).

 As with any type of smoothing method, the performance of kernel estimators is
 heavily dependent on the choice of smoothing parameter. If the effective amount of
 local averaging is too small, the resulting curve estimate is subject to too much sample
 variability, which appears in the form of a curve which is too wiggly. In contrast, too
 much local averaging results in the introduction of an unacceptably large bias, in the
 sense that features of the true curve will be smoothed away.

 A practical approach to the problem of smoothing parameter selection for density
 estimation is provided by least squares cross-validation, which was proposed by
 Rudemo (1982) and Bowman (1984). Strong theoretical justification has been pro-
 vided by several asymptotic optimality results which demonstrate that the selected
 smoothing parameter is, in the limit, effectively the same as the squared error optimal
 choice; see Hall (1983), Stone (1984) and Burman (1985).

 In this paper the cross-validation idea is extended to the estimation of density
 derivatives. The extension is motivated and made precise in Section 2. The practical
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 effectiveness of this method is demonstrated through an example and a simulation
 study in Section 3.

 Section 4 provides theoretical underpinning for the cross-validation method. In
 particular, two types of asymptotic optimality results are established. It is shown that
 the cross-validated smoothing parameter is asymptotically the same as the squared
 error optimal choice, and also that the squared error performance is effectively the
 same. Section 5 contains the proofs of the theoretical results.

 2. CROSS-VALIDATION FOR DENSITY DERIVATIVES

 We consider here the estimation of the kth derivative f(k)(X) of a probability

 density f(x) from a random sample XI,..., X. A kernel estimator of f(k)(X),
 motivated by taking the kth derivative of the kernel estimate of f, is given by

 n

 fk(X) = n-E h-k-IK(k){(x-Xj)1h},
 i= 1

 where h is called the bandwidth or smoothing parameter and K is the kernel function
 which is assumed to be a symmetric probability density. Gasser et al. (1985) have
 developed an interesting asymptotic theory for the optimal choice of K which shows
 that the best choice of the function K(k) is not necessarily the kth derivative of the
 optimal kernel for estimating f. However, the present form is used here because we
 prefer its intuitive content and are concerned about numerical instabilities (see Section
 3 for more details on this, as well as a strong reason for not using the normal kernel,
 especially for large k). As already noted, the choice of the amount of smoothing,

 quantified here by h, is crucial to the performance of ifk)(x).
 The essential idea of least squares cross-validation, for the estimation of f (the

 special case k = 0 here), is to use the bandwidth which minimizes the function

 n

 CV(h) = fh(x)2 dx - 2n I fh, i(Xi),
 i= 1

 where fh,i denotes the leave-one-out kernel estimator (defined for general k later).
 This method of bandwidth selection can be motivated by observing that the function
 CV(h) provides a reasonable, and indeed unbiased, estimate of the first two terms in
 the expansion of the integrated square error,

 dI( fhf) = I{ fh(X) -f(X)}2 dx

 = fh -2Sfhf + |f2.

 So, since the third term is independent of h, the minimizer of CV(h) may be expected
 to be reasonably close to the minimizer of d1.

 This idea can be extended to the estimation of derivatives of the density by observ-
 ing that

 d1(fh(k), f (k)) {fh(k )(X) - f(k)(x)}2 dx

 = |h(k)2 - 21fhk) f(k) + 1f(k)2.

 As before, the last term is independent of h, so it has no effect on the location of the
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 minimizer, and the first term is available to the experimenter. By integration by parts,
 the second term may be estimated by the second term of the cross-validation function,

 n

 CVk (h ) - gf(k) (X)2 dx- 2n - 1( 1) k j f (X.),
 i=l1

 where

 fh(2jk) (x) =(n-) -1E h -2k - 1K(2k) { (X-Xj )lhl}.
 j*i

 Hence the bandwidth hk, which minimizes CVk, should be close to hk,, the minimizer
 of d1(fh(k), f (k))

 CVk(h) can be simplified to give the computationally more straightforward version

 CVk(h) =(-J)kfnlh 2k1 [n' EE (K*K)(2k){(X -Xj)/h}
 Ej

 -2(n1)- 1 K(2k) {(X-Xj)h
 i*j

 where here and throughout an asterisk denotes convolution. This can either be used
 directly, or easily adapted to give an efficient fast Fourier transform approximation,
 as described in Section 3.5 of Silverman (1986). For some kernels, the fact that
 (K*K)(2k) = K(k)*K(k) can also be useful.

 3. EXAMPLE AND SIMULATIONS

 We tested the bandwidth selection method described in Section 2 on several data
 sets for estimation of f(1)(x), the first derivative of f(x). We had the best success
 when the kernel was standard normal. Piecewise polynomial kernels, with asymptotic
 optimality properties of the type described in Gasser et al. (1985), sometimes gave a
 numerically unstable derivative cross-validation function, especially for the smaller
 data sets. This seems to be caused by the fact that CVk makes use of the 2kth derivative
 of K, which for k = 1 is discontinuous for some popular kernels. One approach to this
 problem would be to use piecewise polynomials that have an optimality property
 under smoothness constraints, as developed in Muller (1984), although we have not
 tried this.

 The normal kernel is attractive also for larger data sets, as the function CVk(h) may
 be efficiently calculated by a fast Fourier transform algorithm as mentioned at the end
 of Section 2. To see how much loss in efficiency could be expected from using the
 normal kernel, we calculated an analog of Table 3.1 of Silverman (1986). The analog
 of Silverman's C(K) (although see Marron and Nolan (1989) for a more convincing
 derivation) for estimating the kth derivative is

 Ck (A-) = {| (K(k))2}4/(5+2k)(i X2+kK(k) )(4k+2)/(5 +2k)

 Table 1 shows the efficiency (in the sense of Silverman) of the normal kernel, with
 respect to some of the optimal kernels of Muller (1984) (indexed by the amount of
 'smoothness' jt in Muller's notation), defined as
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 TABLE 1

 Efficiencies of the normal kernel, with respect to Muller's optimal kernels

 k A eff(Kk, 'k))

 10 /_\ 1/2
 0 2 7 7 0.9570

 700
 0 3 1 1/2 2 0.9640

 140

 1 2 297rl/ W 0.8355

 2520 /ir 1/2
 1 3 1573 ri-, 0.8562

 22680 7r 1/2
 2 2 17303 1 1 0.7005

 55440 /7r\ 1/2
 2 3 37349 3 0.7297

 eff(Kk , ?(k)) = {Ck(Kk, )/Ck(4(k))}(5+2k)/4.

 In view of the well-known fact that there is very little loss in efficiency when k = 0, we
 were rather surprised to see a fairly substantial loss in efficiency for the other cases.
 The loss is not too serious for k = 1, but is worse with increasing k. It appears that k
 need not be too large before this loss in efficiency will outweigh the numerical and
 intuitive advantages of the Gaussian kernel.

 Derivative cross-validation usually, but not always, gave a larger bandwidth than
 the ordinary cross-validation. This was expected from the asymptotic rate of conver-
 gence results, which say that a larger bandwidth is required to estimate higher deriva-
 tives. In particular, in the simplest setting of K non-negative and f sufficiently
 smooth, reasonable bandwidths are of the order n - 1/(2k+ 5), which increases in k; see,
 for example, Stone (1980).

 An interesting case was an application to a data set on food expenditures in 1973
 from the Family Expenditure Survey, Annual Base Tapes (1968-1983) (Department
 of Employment, 1984). The data utilized in this paper were made available by the
 Economic and Social Research Council's data archive at the University of Essex.
 Because of the large size of this data set, we worked with a condensed version, where
 each observation consists of the average of groups of 50 order statistics.

 The estimation of the derivative of the probability density is useful for several
 reasons in this context. One is that it is a major component of the Engel curve, which is
 vital for empirical verification of the law of demand. Another is that it figures heavily
 in the estimation of elasticities. See Hildenbrand and Hildenbrand (1988) for defini-
 tion, motivation and analysis of these quantities together with the economic conclu-
 sions which have been drawn. One more related application is that it represents the
 most difficult to estimate component of the average derivative functional, which,
 together with the Engel curve, is also important for empirical verification of the law of
 demand; see Hardle and Stoker (1990).
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 1-1.5 -1.0 -0.5 0.0

 LOG(h)

 Fig. 1. Cross-validation functions CV1 and CVO for food expenditure data, K standard normal

 Fig. 1 shows a superimposition of the cross-validation functions CVO(h) and
 CV1(h). A feature that was typical of all the examples that we have considered is that
 the minimum is much better defined for the derivative. This appears related to the fact
 that bandwidths chosen by cross-validation have better stability properties in settings
 where curve estimation is more difficult, such as higher dimensional estimation. See
 Section 4 of Marron (1986) for a discussion of this seeming paradox.

 An interesting feature of this data set, that we did not observe for any other, is that
 if we extend the range of hs, for which minimization is performed, to include some
 very small values then the function CV1 (h) has its global minimum at an unreasonably
 small value. This is not a practical problem for this data set, because the bandwidths in
 the extended range represent amounts of smoothing which give a far too wiggly curve
 to be seriously considered. However, it is worth noting because similar phenomena
 have been observed for ordinary density cross-validation; see Rudemo (1982) and
 Scott and Terrell (1987).

 The bandwidth selection rule was also applied to some simulated data. 15 samples
 of size 750 of data having the extreme value density

 f(x) = exe-ex

 were generated to assess the performance of 1zh in the estimation of

 f(')(x) = exe-ex( - ex).

 The selected bandwidths are listed in Table 2. With only 15 data sets, the results are far
 from conclusive, but they do give some insight.

 Most of them are in reasonably close agreement with the bandwidth which
 minimizes the mean integrated square error, which was roughly 0.34 in this case. To
 give an idea about the performance of the resulting curve estimates, we chose the

 sample which gave the median value of dI(fi'(,'), f ()) among our 15 replications. Fig. 2
 shows the resulting curve estimate jI,1) as a broken line and the true underlying curve
 f(l) as the full curve.
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 TABLE 2

 Values of h, for 15 samples from the extreme value density with n = 750 using the

 standard normal kernel

 0.16 0.44 0.20 0.45 0.33
 0.44 0.30 0.46 0.43 0.28
 0.18 0.34 0.34 0.47 0.16

 4. THEORETICAL RESULTS

 For ordinary density estimation, i.e. for k = 0, the effective asymptotic per-
 formance of the cross-validated bandwidth has been established by the optimality
 results of Hall (1983), Stone (1984) and Burman (1985). In this section, it is seen how
 these results may be extended to general k.

 Assume that K is a compactly supported probability density with 2k bounded
 derivatives and that f has 2k + 2 continuous bounded derivatives. The assumption of
 compact support of K does not include the Gaussian kernel used in Section 3. The
 results proven here can be extended to this case by a straightforward truncation argu-
 ment. This is not explicitly done because the increased technical complexity of the
 proof only detracts from the main points.

 The bandwidths under consideration are assumed to come, for each n, from a set

 Hn so that SUph-Hh < n-6, infhH h > n(-1+6)/(k+1) and card(Hn) < nP for some con-
 stants 6 > 0 and p > 0.

 The cross-validated bandwidth hk is asymptotically the same as the optimal band-
 width h * (both chosen as minimizers over the set Hn) in the following sense.

 Theorem 1. Under the above assumptions, as n -- 00,

 hk/hk* 1, almost surely.
 The fact that this result means that the cross-validated bandwidth is useful for

 estimation is demonstrated by the following theorem.

 Theorem 2. Under the above assumptions, as n -c 00,

 d1 (f(k) f (k))/d1(-(tk) f (k)) 1, almost surely.

 Remark 1. Since dl is random, i.e. changes for different data sets, one may prefer
 as an error criterion its expected value, the mean integrated square error,

 dM(fh(k), f (k)) = Ed1 (fh(k) f (k))

 The proof of theorems 1 and 2 may be adapted in a straightforward fashion to give the
 dM analogues of those results:

 hk/hk -+ 1, almost surely,

 dM(!-(k f(k))/dM f f(k)) -* 1, almost surely,

 where h' denotes the minimizer of dM(fh(k), f(k)). However, no statement is miade here
 about Ed, (Ak 9 f(k)).
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 6 /

 -4 -3 -2 -1 0. 2 3

 x

 Fig. 2. Simulation target curve ( ) and curve estimate (---) for the data set giving median per-
 formance, from the extreme value distribution, using the standard normal kernel

 Remark 2. The assumption that f has 2k + 2 derivatives is substantially stronger
 than that made, for k = 0, by most of the researchers cited at the beginning of this sec-
 tion. With more technical effort (and messy notation) than seems justified to us, this
 assumption can be weakened somewhat, but observe that the assumption of at least 2k
 derivatives appears to be essential for the establishment of asymptotic optimality for
 this method of cross-validation.

 5. PROOFS

 Theorems I and 2 are a consequence of the following two lemmas.

 Lemma 1.

 SUPhEH I {d,(fh(k), f(k)) -A (h)}/A (h) I - 0, almost surely,

 where

 A (h) = S(K(k))2n-1h-(2k+1) + (I U2K/2)2S(f(k+2))2h4

 Lemma 2.

 SUPh, h',EH I B(h, h') 0, almost surely,
 where

 B(hQ, h') = [CV(h) -d1h(k), f(k))- {CV(h') - dI(fh(k), f(k))}]/{A (h) + A (h')}.

 Calculations of the type leading to equation (3.20) of Silverman (1986), for

 example, show that A (h) asymptotically approximates dM(!h(k), f(k)) in the sense that

 SUPh,EH {dM(k) f(k)) - A (h)}/A (h) I -| 0.
 This can be used to verify the claims made in remark 1.

 The proof of lemma 1 follows very closely the proof of theorem 1 of Marron and
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 Hardle (1986). To see how to adapt the current set-up to the notation of that paper,
 define

 g(x) hhkf(k)(x),

 g(x):= h hlk)(X)

 X := h- 19

 bx(x, y):= h - l K(k) (x_ y)lh 9

 w(x) dF(x) := dx.

 The results of Marron and Hardle (1986) cannot be directly applied here because the
 target function g(x) in that paper is not allowed to depend on h. However, an inspec-
 tion of the proof in that paper shows that the result still holds, even in the current
 slightly more general context. This completes the proof of lemma 1.

 Lemma 2 is a consequence of the following lemma.

 Lemma 3.

 SUPh h l- H,, f (2kf_ R A (h) -- 0, almost surely,

 where

 n

 R = - ZE f(2k)(X) -f (2k)f
 i=1

 To prove lemma 3, define

 Ui j := h2k lK(2k){(Xi-Xj)/h} - h2k 1 I K(2k) {(x-Xj )/h} f (x) dx
 f (2k)(X) + I f(2k)(X) f (X) dx.

 Vi:= E(Ui,j Xi),

 Wi,j:= U'i,j-Vi.

 To finish the proof it is sufficient to show that

 suPhEHH n-Z ViIA(h) -| 0, almost surely, (1)

 and that

 SUPhEH | n-2ZZ W, j/A (h) -| 0, almost surely. (2)
 i*j

 To verify expression (1), by the Borel-Cantelli lemma it is sufficient to show that
 for e > 0

 00 In

 E card(Hn) SUPhEHP{P n Vi > EA(h) < m0.
 n=1 i=l
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 Hence by the Chebyshev inequality, it is sufficient to show that there is a constant

 -y > 0, so that for m = 1, 2,... there are constants Cm such that

 n I 2m

 supli,f"E n-I VE |A(h)| < Cm n -m. (3)

 To establish inequality (3), observe that {I,= l Vi } is a martingale with respect to the
 sequence of sigma fields generated by {XI,... , Xn}. An application of equation
 (21.5) of Burkholder (1973) (which is essentially Rosenthal's inequality), with
 4(x) = x2m, to the finitely (from 1, . . . , n) indexed martingale, gives

 n 2m
 E V) < C(nmh4m + n),

 for some constant C. Inequality (3) follows from this and the definition of A (h). This
 completes the proof of inequality (3), and hence also that of expression (1).

 To verify expression (2), by a development similar to that leading to inequality (3),
 it is sufficient to show that

 suPhGHE {n2 Z Wij /A(h)} < Cmfn -Ym. (4)

 Since

 E(Wi,j IXi) = E(Wi,j IXj) = O,

 {E >2 j Wi j } is a martingale with respect to the same sequence of sigma fields as
 before. Applying the same inequality to this finitely indexed martingale gives

 2m

 E ( E Wi j C(n2mh-(2k+l)m + nm+1h-(2k+1)2m),
 i>j

 for another constant C. A consequence of this is inequality (4). This completes the
 proof of expression (2) and hence that of lemmas 2 and 3.
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